
DIY Outdoor Awning Cover 1.4m x 1m Polycarbonate

RRP: $624.95

Add shade and an attractive structural touch to your exterior entrance or

exit with the DIY Outdoor Awning Cover. As the name implies, this is a

true do-it-yourself product: a detailed instruction manual is included, and

all parts and accessories you'll need for a simple setup are included.

The awning is specifically designed to resist rusting and provide years of

beauty. And if you happen to require wider awning coverage.

Spruce up your outdoor area with ease with our DIY Outdoor Awning

Cover.

The discrete gutter is perfect in channelling water away from the edges

and safely to the sides to minimise the user below from any water

exposure from overflow.

Slim and stylish alloy aluminum support brackets, aluminum trims and

solid polycarbonate sheet were elegantly combined with both the modern

appearance and the function in mind. Aluminum Frame Specifically

designed to resist rusting. This kit comes packed with a Clear 3mm

polycarbonate sheet. Heat Stop is an innovative development in

polycarbonate roof sheeting. This product effectively eliminates more than

60% of the radiated heat of the sun, resulting in a cool shaded

environment. Clear % Light Transmission 90 22 % Light Reflectance 12

75 % Solar Energy Rejected 12 68 Polycarbonate roof sheeting is

manufactured using modern technology to create a highly UV stabilised

weathering surface on the sheet. This UV layer will not crack or

delaminate, and ensures years of trouble-free performance in the harsh

conditions.

Features of the DIY Outdoor Awning Cover:Features of the DIY Outdoor Awning Cover:

Do-it-yourself awning kit: all parts and accessories you need are
included
Awning dimensions: 1000 x 1400mm
3mm clear SOLID polycarbonate awning cover
Specifically designed to resist weathering and rusting
Detailed instruction manual included

Please note: even though this DIY Awning is very easy to assemble,

installation of pop rivets and dynabolts required some handyman skills.

After installation we recommend you to seal any gap between the wall

and the back aluminum trim with the Clear Silicon and to secure all nuts

with the Lock Tight Adhesive Does not include: tools, drill bits, silicone,

Lock Tight Adhesive, pop rivets and additional bracket
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